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Abstract :  In this paper, to prove the ,2 nKP  ,@ 13 nKC ,2
nP nKP 2 , ,13 nKC   nmJ , and   212 NmKP 

 
 are 

admits odd – odd elegant graph. 

 

IndexTerms - elegant labeling,   odd – odd elegant graphs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

              We consider a finite, undirected graph without loops or multiple edges. For all other notations and terminology we follow 

Bondy Murthy [1]. In Chang G.J., D.F.Hsu and D.G.Rogers [7] have introduced elegant labeling. X. Zhou, B. Yao and X. Chen [4] 

have introduced odd Elegant labeling of a graphs. For detailed study of various graph labeling we refer to [2, 3, 5, 6,8]. In the graph 

 EVG ,  ,Vp  Eq 
 
represents the number of vertices and the same of edges respectively. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

Definition: 2.1[7] 

An elegant labeling f of a graph G  with q edges is an injective function from the vertices of G  to the set  q...,,3,2,1,0
 
such 

that when edges xy  are assigned the labels   )1(mod)()(  qyfxf
 
the resulting edge labels are distinct and nonzero. 

Definition: 2.2[4] 

 A function f  is said to be an odd elegant labeling of a graph G with q
 
edges if f  is an injection from the vertices of G  

to the integers from 0 to 2q-1 such that the induced mapping f * (uv) =   )2(mod)()( qvfuf   from the edges of G to the odd 

integers between 1 to 2q-1 is a bijection. 

Definition: 2.3 

A function f is said to be an even elegant labeling of a graph G with q
 
edges if f is an injective function from the vertices of 

G  to the set  q2...,,2,1,0
 
such that induced mapping  vuf ,*

=   )12(mod)()(  qvfuf  the resulting edges are distinct, 

non-zero and even integers. 

Definition: 2.4 

A graph f  is odd - odd elegant if there exists an injective map f : V (G) → {0,1, 3, …,  2q}. So that the induced map  f *: E (G) 

→{1,3,…, 2q-1} is defined by  vuf ,*
=   )12(mod)()(  qvfuf  for all )(, GEvu   makes all labels distinct and odd. 

III. MAIN RESULTS 

Theorem: 3.1 

    The graph 12 nKP  is an odd - odd elegant graph.  

Proof: Let nuuuvu ...,,,,, 21 be the vertices of the graph .12 nKP   where u, v be the vertices of the 2P  graph and nuuu ...,,, 21

be the vertices of the graph .1nK  Let 2 np  and 12  nq . 

          Define the mapping f  from the vertex set V  of G  to the integer set {0, 1, 3, …, 2q } as follows. 
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Assign 0 to the first apex vertex u  and 14,,72,52,32  nnnn   to the vertices nuuu ...,,, 21 of the star graph 1nK , assign 

them 12 n  to the second apex vertex v . In notation 

  ,0uf   ,12  nvf  

  niinuf i  1,212  

    Then the edge labels
*f : E (G) → {1, 3, 5, …, 2q-1} induced by f.  Hence the edge labels are distinct odd number and nonzero. 

Hence 12 nKP  is an odd - odd elegant graph. 

Theorem: 3.2 

The graph 13 @nKC is an odd - odd elegant graph.  

 Proof: Let G be a 13 @nKC graph. Let wuu ,, 21 be the vertices of a cycle graph and nwww ,...,, 21  be the vertices 1nK  and w be 

common vertices of 
3C

 
and

1nK . Let p = q = n+3. 

      Define an injective function f : V(G) →{0, 1, 3, …, 2q} by 

  ,01 uf   ,322  quf  

  ,12  qwf  

    niiwf i  1,312  

   It is clear that the edge set are {1, 3, 5, …, 2q-1} is distinct odd number and nonzero. Then 13 @nKC is an odd - odd elegant 

graph. 

Theorem: 3.3 

The graph 
2

nP   is an odd - odd elegant graph.  

 Proof: Let G be a 
2

nP  graph. Let ...,,, 321 uuu
 
be the vertices of a path graph.  

Consider the injective function f : V(G) →{0, 1, 3, …, 2q} by 

  ,01 uf  

  niiquf i  2,322  

   It is clear that the edge set are {1, 3, 5, …, 2q-1} is distinct odd number and nonzero. Then 
2

nP is an odd - odd elegant graph. 

Theorem: 3.4 

      The graph obtained by adding r - pendant edges to each vertex of nK in the graph nKP 2 admits odd - odd elegant labeling. 

Proof: Let u, v be the vertices of 2P  graph and iu , ni 1  be the vertices of the
nK and itu , ni 1  , rt 1  be the 

vertices of  n copies of  r- pendent edges. 

 Construct the mapping  f  from the vertex set V of G to the integer set {0, 1, 3, …, 2q } as follows: 

  ,0uf
 

    ,2 nufvf
 

    niiquf i  1,122
 

  rjifjuf j  1,3)1(21  

     .1,2,4)1(21 rjntjufuf rttj    

    Then the edge labels
*f : E (G) → {1, 3, 5, …, 2q-1} induced by f.  Hence the edge labels are distinct odd number and nonzero. 

Hence nKP 2 is an odd - odd elegant graph. 

Theorem: 3.5 

The corona graph 13 mKC   is an odd - odd elegant graph.   
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Proof:  Let G be the graph of 
13 mKC   graph. Let 321 ,, uuu  be the vertices of the cycle and 31,1,  jmiu ji  be the 

vertices of the 1mK . 

   Let us define an injective function f : V(G)  → {0, 1, 3, …,  2q} by 

  ,01 uf   ,122  quf
 

  ,323  quf  

    niiuf i  1,5161  

    niiuf i  1,3162  

    niiuf i  1,7163  

 Then the edge labels are {1, 3, …, 2q-1}. (i.e) f is an odd – odd elegant labeling for 13 mKC  .  

Hence 13 mKC   is an odd – odd elegant graph. 

Theorem: 3.6 

The jelly fish graph  nmJ ,  is an odd - odd elegant graph.   

Proof:  Let G be the graph of  nmJ ,  graph. Let nuuuyxvu ...,,,,,,, 21  and mvvv ...,,, 21 be the vertices of the Jelly fish. 

   Let us define an injective function f : V(G)  → {0, 1, 3, …,  2q} by 

  ,0xf
 

  ,12  qvf
 

  ,32  quf  

    ,2 ufyf
 

    niivf i  1,312
 

    miiyfuf i  1,2  

     Then the edge labels are {1, 3, … , 2q-1}. (i.e.) f is an odd - odd elegant labeling for  nmJ , . Hence  nmJ ,  is an odd – odd 

elegant graph. 

Theorem: 3.7 

The graph   212 NmKP  is an odd - odd elegant graph.   

Proof:  Let G be the graph of   212 NmKP   graph. Let muuuyxvu ...,,,,,,, 21  be the vertices of the   212 NmKP   graph. 

The number of vertices is p = m+4 and the number of edges is q = 2m+5. 

   Let us define an injective function f : V(G)  → {0, 1, 3, …,  2q} by 

  ,0xf   ,12  quf
 

  ,32  qvf  

    ,2 vfyf
 

    miiuf i  1,514  

    Hence the set of vertex labels are {0, 1, 3, …,  2q}. 

 Clearly the function is one to one. Also the induced mapping f *: E(G)  → { 1, 3, …,  2q-1} is bijective.  

Thus the distinct induced edge labels are {1, 3, …,  2q-1}.  

Hence   212 NmKP   is an odd – odd elegant graph. 
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